We have poirtted out previously that an infrared laser will in general enhance the rate of a chemical reaction via a collision induced absorption, even if the reactants themselves are infrared inactive. This paper examines this phenomenon more fully by presenting a simple analytically solvable model which illustrates it and also by presenting the results of classical trajectory calculations we have carried out for the reactions X + H2 : HX + H, for X = H, F, ct. One new feature which is revealed by these calculations is that the polarization of the laser is an important parameter, i.e., certain polarizations are much more effective in enhancing the rate of the reaction than others •
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This is a Library Circulating
It is easy to understand the phenomenon qualitatively by considering the simple prototype reaction H + H2 + H2 + H. Although the reactants are infrared inactive, it is easy to see that in the transiti6n state region + -+-+ of the potential energy surface the asymmetric stretch motion, H···H···H, will absorb in the infrared because the system has, a non-zero dipole moment that changes with this motion. On the other hand, the symmetric stretch"
H···H···li, does not absorb infrared radiation since the system develops no dipole moment with this motion. The asymmetric stretch displacement, however, is motion along the reaction coordinate, so the system will absorb energy from the radiation field preferentially in that degree of freedom most effective in promoting the reaction, i.e., in helping it surmount the activation barrier.
It is easy to see that this is a general phenomena since displacement of a transition state along the reaction coordinate is in general the least -2-3 symmetric displacement and will thus always be infrared active. It is also clear, however, that the phenomenon requires very intense radiation fields (and thus lasers) since the system is in the transition state . region of the potential energy surface for only a short period of time;
i. e., the "concentration of transition states" is small.
In addition to interest in this process for the obvious reason of being able to accelerate chemical reactions, it is also interesting because it allows one in effect to "see" (Le., to interact with) the reactive system in the transition state region itself. 
II. One Dimensional Model
To obtain a simple analytic solution to serve as a qualitative guide to more quantitative calculations, we carry out in this section a calculationfor the simplest possible version of the process we are describing.
We thus assume for the present (1) that the potential energy surface is separable in the region of the transition state, (2) so that the initial energy in this degree of freedom,E l , is
If El < 0, as shown in Figure 1 , then the field-free trajectory will clearly be non-reactive.
,
Nl andQl are the initial quantum number and phase of the radiation field, and we first determine the trajectory x(t;xl,Pl,Nl,Ql)' noting that it depends on the various initial conditions. According to the perturbation result obtained in reference 6, x(t) is given through first order in the interaction between molecule and radiation field by
where. xO(t) is the field-free trajectory, which in this case is and where ~x(t) is the correction caused by the radiation field: To determine whether the trajectory is reactive or not, we consider the limit t -+.-1= to see if x(t-+oo) -+ +00 (reactive) or _00 (non-reactive).
Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6) show that as t -+ -1=,
To simplify matters further we also assume that the dipole derivative is The characteristic function for reaction X R (Nl,Ql;E l ), which is 1 for reactive trajectories and 0 for non-reactive ones, is thus given by (2.10) where h( ) is the usual step-function,
and wherew R is the Rabi frequency for the transition,
The net reaction probability is obtained by averaging XR over the initial phase of the field, (2.12) and it is easy to show that with X R given by Eq. (2.10) the result is (2.13) where E th , the threshold for reaction, is given by
Equations (2.13) and (2.14) are the principle results of this model calculation, and they should be regarded as qualitative, order-of-magnitude indicators. Figure 2 shows the reaction probability of Eq. (2.13) as a function of energy E 1 , compared to the field-free result. The important feature is that the threshold for the reaction has been depressed by the presence of the radiation field. Eq. (2.14) shows that the amount by which the threshold energy is lowered is roughly hW
The numerical classical trajectory calculations described in the next section also show the qualitative behavior described by Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14).
The dependence of this absorption on the frequency of the laser is also easy to understand qualitatively within the framework of this onedimensional picture. For a reactive trajectory, i. e., one that passes over the barrier in Figure 1 , the time dependence of the molecular dipole moment will be of the form sketched in Figure 3a . (This would be the case, for example, for the H + H2 ~ H2 + H reaction.) In the one photon perturbative limit the absorption coefficient, i. e., the probability of the system absorbing a photon, is proportional to the square modulus of which is skethced in Figure 3b .The probability of absorption is largest in this case for w = via (2.18) frequencies above or below this value are not as effective in promoting the reactive, and this optimum laser frequency is seen to vary monotonically with the collision energy. sl.nQ N is the quantum number of the radiation field oscillator, i.e., the number of photons in the field, and Q. is the phase of the field.
The initial conditions for the classical trajectories are
Pr(t l ) P (n l ,ql) The above discussion is modified in a reasonably obvious fashion to treat the three-dimensional version of an A + Be collision process. The variation of threshold lowering with laser frequency is summarized in Table 1 . Since the dipole moment is similar to that shown· in Figure 3a, it was expected that the absorption would be similar to that of Figure 3b and that the effect would thus peak at some finite laser frequency. This . 10 Polanyi's SEI surface. a semi-empirical modified LEPS (London-EyringPolanyi-Sato) potential surface, was used in this calculation, the parameters for which are summarized in Table II Table III. (3.7)
The collinear results for F +H 2 (v=0) + HF + H are shown in Figure 5 Figure 6 for v = 2. There is no reaction, with or without the laser, for v = 0, 1, and for v = 3 the increased vibrational energy damps out the laser effect.
In contrast to the H + H2 reaction, the variation of the dipole moment with time for F + H2 : HF + H behaves qualitatively as a smooth step-function, i.e. , i t rises from zero to a finite value along the reaction coordinate,
. unlike that in Figure (3a) . In this case its Fouriertransforrn is a monotonically decreasing function of frequency W;i.~., I (w) increases as w decreases. In this case one thus expects the effect of the collision induced absorption to increase monotonically with decreasing laser frequency.
'.'
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The dependence of the threshold lowering on laser frequency for this reaction (cf. Table II .
The dipole moment function of HC~ was fit to the same general shape as the HF dipole moment but scaled so that the correct value was obtained for both the dipole moment and dipole moment derivative at the equilibrium bond distance. The parameters are summarized in Table III .
The results for collinear C~ + H 2 (v=0) -+ HC~ + H are shown in Figure   7 for hWR = 0.1 eV and for 0.01 eV, and the effect of varying the laser frequency is summarized in Table I polarizations. One sees that parallel polarization is indeed more effective--perpendicular polarization gives almost no effect at al1--and one sees that the effect is not at all diminished in three dimensions.
The frequency dependence of the threshold loweriqg is given in Table I and is similar to the above results for the collinear. case.
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IV. Concluding Remarks
The classical trajectory calculations for the various A + BC ~ AB + C reactions described in Section III give a good characterization of how th,is collision induced absorption affects the reaction probability, most significantly by lowering the activation energy for reaction. The three-dimensional calculations for Cl + H2 ~ HCl + H showed (1) that the effect is not significantly diminished by the additional degrees of freedom present in the three-dimensional case, and (2) that the polarization of the laser field can be a very interesting parameter of the process. The calculations 10 12 also confirm that very high laser powers are required,. e.g., 10 -10 watts/cm 2 , because the absorption must take place within a collision time.
With regard to future directions, there is one aspect of the phenomenon that we have not yet pursued, and that is the absorption spectrum itself, i.e., the experiment in which one detects the photons rather than the molecules. This is the precise analog of well-known non-reactive collision induced absorption. In this case the absorption is essentially a probe of the collision dynamics, and it is a interesting probe since it takes place in the interaction (or transition state) region of the potential energy surface.
If, for example, the reaction mechanism is direct, as the examples studied in Section III, then the collision induced absorption spectrum will be broad (cf. Figure 3b ), but if a long-lived collision complex is formed, then the spectrum will be structured.
In either case qualitative information about the reaction dynamics is easily extracted from such measurements--e.g., the width of the absorption lines is related to the lifetime of the collision complex--but it is likely that quantitative analysis of the spectrum would require scattering calculations on model potential energy surfaces. aAmount by which the threshold of the reaction is lowered by a . laser field -of a power corresponding tohw R = 0.1 eVe ~21- Table II . LEPS Parameters for Potential Energy Surfaces.
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